
Axis へようこそ! 
The Tokyo office of the world leader in network video.



Axis Communications, Tokyo office, is the Regional Headquarters of Japan. It is sited 
at Shinjuku area, western part of Tokyo metropolitan.
 
Located in our Tokyo office in Japan, our Axis Experience Center offers a simulated real-life environment to showcase our smart 
solution offerings. Comprising a variety of network video solutions for retail, transportation, industrial and critical infrastructure 
segments, they can meet your surveillance and business needs. There are also applications that can satisfy the requirements of 
other industries. You can also discover our complete range of network cameras, network audio and other devices, and see the 
differences brought by Axis’ latest technologies.

Tokyo 
office.

Experience yourself. Seeing is believing. 



Traveling to Tokyo

Traveling to Tokyo
Haneda Airport
Haneda Airport (HND), also known as Tokyo International 
Airport, is the closest airport to Tokyo. It’s around 30 minutes 
by train from the center of Tokyo.

Narita Airport
Narita Airport (NRT), 60 kilometers east of central Tokyo in 
Chiba Prefecture, handles most of the city’s international 
flights and some domestic flights. 

Ground transportation 
> By train

From Haneda: The Tokyo Monorail connects all three 
terminals to Hamamatsucho Station in around 15 
minutes. From Hamamatsucho Station, you can trans-
fer to the Yamanote Line for majors destinations in 
central Tokyo including Shinjuku.

From Narita:
The Narita Express (N’EX) runs about twice an hour 
during the day between the airport and major urban 
destinations  including Shinjuku. N’EX will get you to 
Tokyo Station in just under an hour. All seats are reserved. 
The Keisei Skyliner is convenient for the north of Tokyo, 
reaching Nippori and Ueno in around 40 minutes. From 
there you can connect to the Yamanote Line that 
circles central Tokyo.

> By bus
From Haneda: Keikyu Limousine and Airport Limousine 
buses pick up at each terminal and allow you to travel 
to major hotel destinations, sightseeing areas.

From Narita
Keisei and Airport Limousine buses pick up at each ter-
minal and allow you to travel to major hotel destinations.

> By taxi
There are taxi ranks in front of each terminal. Flat-rate 
taxi fares are available to most central destinations. 
Transferring by taxi is more expensive than other options, 
but can be a reasonable choice if you are in a group.

Directions to Axisections to Axi
You can travel to our Tokyo office with taxi or subway 
(Tokyo Metro).

> Step off at Nishi-Shinjuku Station (Exit1),  on Marunouchi 
Line (Tolyo Merto), and then take a 5 minutes walk to 
the office.

> Taxi from Shinjuku Station will take you to our office in 
about 5 minutes with less than 1,000 JPY.

Axis Communications K.K.
Shinjuku Front Tower 19F
2-21-1, Kita-Shinjuku, Shinjuku-ku,
Tokyo, Japan
Email: info-jp@axis.com

Axis Communications 
in Tokyo

Axis Experience Center, Tokyo

Axis Experience Center, Tokyo

http://www.tokyo-monorail.co.jp/english/
https://www.jreast.co.jp/multi/en/nex/
https://www.keisei.co.jp/keisei/tetudou/skyliner/us/skyliner/index.php
http://hnd-bus.com/
https://webservice.limousinebus.co.jp/web/en/
https://tyo-nrt.com/en
https://webservice.limousinebus.co.jp/web/en/
mailto:info-jp%40axis.com?subject=

